Best When
One Click Smoke Test
Save countless hours of UI and menu testing.
Before you jump into serious QA, let your Bot
smoke test your apps.

24x7 AI Testbot Monitoring
Every app need to be tested for newly
released phones, content updates, and
app/service changes. Apptest.ai can monitor
your services for 24x7 and report potential
issues with errors and problems.

“AI” Driven Testing

Test on Real Devices
Take full advantage of our real device cloud.
start testing the capacity of your mobile app
and service on the fly

Bullet Proof App Build with CI
Apptest.ai can be easily added to your
development pipeline. Whenever you build
an app, it will act like a never-resting sentinel,
continuously finding errors for you.

Our파트너사
Partners

Features

What’s apptest.ai?
Look Ma No Hands! No more test code

1) Bugs In Depth Report

2) Visual Test Tree

We trained a testbot to explore your app and locate critical
errors so that you don't have to.

Super Fast Test in 100 Devices
Need your app to be tested 100 Devices? No problem. Our
AI Testbot can test and report in 30 mins.

AI will tell you everything about the bug

3) All of your screenshots

4) CPU/Memory Performance

Replaying error is so much easier now! AI will tell you where
it happened along with path, screenshots, performance,
and logs.

How to use?
1.App Upload
Binary(*.apk/*.ipa)를
1.
Your AppUpload
Binary (.ipa/.apk)
Also, you can skip the manual app upload for each test. AI Testbot
will fetch your app automatically once built from your CI repository
when configured.

2.

Click “New Test”
Optionally, you can choose any target phones, or specific
account credentials for testing.

3.

Get Results in Minutes
When testing is completed, app screen flows, bug reports,
and performance optimization guides will be generated.

5) Easy App Optimization Guide for Developer

